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IMPORTANT DECISIONS

Adverse possession - Orphan - Since his childhood permitted to live in the
suit premises - Does not acquire any ownership right irrespective of his long
possession. (Gujarat) 322

Adverse possession - Plea of continuous possession - No plea that such
possession was hostile to the true owner - Suit of plaintiff for possession, decreed.

(S.C.) 452

Affidavit - Evidence by way of affidavit - Not evidence unless an opportunity
of cross examination of deponent is given to the other side. (Chhattisgarh) 373

Affidavit - Putting any restriction on exercise of legal right of the person is
illegal and not binding. (Patna) 212

Agreement of marriage - Such type of marriage is not recognised in law.
(S.C.) 293

Agreement to sell - Further agreement to sell by vendee - Suit for specific
performance by subsequent vendee against vendee and vendor - No privity of
contract between vendor and subsequent vendee - Subsequent vendee cannot seek
specific performance against vendor. (S.C.) 338

Agreement to sell - Further agreement to sell by vendee - Use of term
`name proposed by vendee' in agreement in between vendor and vendee refers to a
nominee to be proposed at the time of execution of sale deed and not a subsequent
assignee/vendee. (S.C.) 338

Amendment - More than one application for amendment is maintainable if
circumstances so warrant. (P&H) 368

Amendment of plaint and impleadment of a party - Application filed
belatedly - Application allowed to ensure that in the eventuality of suit being decreed,
plaintiff does not become vulnerable to another round of litigation. (S.C.) 079

Amendment of pleadings - Cannot be declined on the ground that relief
claimed therein is barred by limitation. (Rajasthan) 066

Annulment of void marriage - There is no period of limitation for seeking
a decree of nullity as regards a void marriage. (P&H) 669

Appeal - Non-appearance of appellant - Court has no power to dismiss
appeal on merits - Court may if deems fit dismiss appeal for default of appearance.

(S.C.) 280

Certificate u/s 65-B(4) of the Act - Requirement is procedural in nature
and can be relaxed by Court wherever interest of justice so requires.

(Karnataka) 534

Civil suit - FIR on the basis of same matter which was involved in civil suit
- FIR ought not to have been allowed to continue as it would prejudice the interest
of parties and stand taken by them in the civil suit - FIR quashed. (S.C.) 593

Clean hands - Material facts suppressed deliberately and intentionally and
thereby tried to gain an unfair advantage from Court - No indulgence much less
discretion could be exercised in his favour. (H.P.) 438
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Clean hands - Person who seeks equity must come with clean hands - He
who comes to Court with false claims, cannot plead equity nor Court would be
justified to exercise equity jurisdiction in his favour. (H.P.) 438

Compromise decree - Compromise decree comprising immovable property
other than which is the subject matter of suit or proceeding requires registration,
although any decree or order of a Court is exempted from registration.(S.C.) 745

Condonation of delay - Delay not properly explained - Plea that Advocate
engaged did not appear - Defendant did not show diligence in defending case -
Sufficient cause not shown - Application rightly rejected. (Manipur) 334

Consumer - Delay in handing over possession of flat - Once parties agreed
for a particular consequence of delay in handing over of possession then, there has
to be exceptional and strong reasons to award compensation at more than agreed
rate. (S.C.) 157

Consumer - Contract for development of Villa - Delay of 5 years - Villa
now ready - Respondents justified in seeking refund of deposited amount with
reasonable interest - Amount granted by Commission, held, proper. (S.C.) 248

Costs - Non-payment of costs on adjourned date - It is mandatory on part
of Court to disallow further prosecution of suit or defence as the case may be.

(P&H) 738

Counter claim - Apparently directed against defendants - Order as to
exclusion of counter claim, upheld. (Bombay) 153

Counter claim - Defendant can set up a counter claim even in a partition
suit either against plaintiff or other defendants. (Madras) 688

Co-owners - One of the co-owners can file a suit in his own right and while
doing so the consent of other co-owners is assumed as taken. (H.P.) 088

Defendant proceeded ex parte - Such defendant has right to cross examine
witnesses of plaintiff, where evidence of plaintiff had not concluded.

(Allahabad) 512

Dishonour of cheque - Admission of signatures - There is presumption
that cheque was made or drawn for consideration on the date which cheque bears
- Such presumption is however rebuttable. (P&H) 213

Dishonour of cheque - Cheque dishonoured on ground of insufficient funds
- Handwriting expert - Merely because cheque was dishonoured on account of
insufficiency of funds does not curtail rights of accused to prove that cheque does
not bear his signatures. (Rajasthan) 378

Dishonour of cheque - Cheque issued by a guarantor - A cheque issued by
a guarantor is also a cheque as per S.138 of the Act. (Kerala) 771

Dishonour of cheque - Compromise - Ramifications of compromise not
made aware to accused - Accused cannot be convicted solely on the basis of
statement of compromise. (P&H) 332

Dishonour of cheque - Conflict between amount written on cheque in
words and figures - Amount written in words shall be taken as correct amount.

(P&H) 715

Dishonour of cheque - Conviction - Matter compromised in Lok Adalat
during pendency of appeal - Cheque, issued in pursuance of such compromise,
dishonoured - Dishonour of cheque gave rise to cause of action u/s 138 of NI Act
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- Order quashing complaint set aside. (S.C.) 242

Dishonour of cheque - Financial capacity - Once accused raises a probable
defence and accused fails to prove his financial capacity, then it would not be
appropriate to order conviction. (P&H) 391

Dishonour of cheque - Hand loan - No financial capacity to give hand loan
for a huge sum - Existence of legally enforceable debt thus, not proved.

(Rajasthan) 664

Dishonour of cheque - Issuance of cheque to outgoing partner without
dissolution of firm or rendition of accounts or settlement of his share/contribution
- Proceedings quashed. (Madras) 100

Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Not correctly addressed - Presumption of
service of notice does not arise. (Delhi) 252

Dishonour of cheque - Partnership Firm - Notice not given to partnership
firm and even partnership firm not made as an accused - Complaint not maintainable.

(Madras) 813

Dishonour of cheque - Pre-mature complaint - No complaint in the eye of
law - Court is barred in law from taking cognizance of such complaint.

(P&H) 359

Dishonour of cheque - Production of account books/cash book to prove
the amount due - May be relevant in civil suit but not so in a case u/s 138 of N.I.
Act. (S.C.) 582

Dishonour of cheque - Security cheque - Once accused admits issuance
of cheque which bears his signature, there is presumption that there exists a legally
enforceable debt or liability - Accused is required to lead evidence that entire amount
due and payable to the complainant was paid. (S.C.) 725

Dishonour of cheque - Signature on cheque not disputed - Plea that cheque
was removed from his office table - Not convincing nor the same is supported by
any evidence - Accused rightly convicted. (S.C.) 001

Dishonour of cheque - Summoning record from Bank - Evidence which
complainant wants to produce is relevant and necessary for just decision of case -
Order allowing application calls for no interference. (P&H) 704

Dishonour of cheque - To rebut presumption, accused can point out
contradictions/deficiencies in the evidence of prosecution - It is not necessary for
accused to lead evidence in defence to rebut presumption. (P&H) 853

Dishonour of cheque - Use of word `May' in S.148 of NI Act - It is
generally to be construed as a "rule" or "shall" - Not to direct to deposit by appellate
Court is an exception for which special reasons are to be assigned. (S.C.) 483

Dishonour of cheque - `Stop payment' - If cheque is dishonoured for `stop
payment' even then offence punishable u/s 138 of the Act gets attracted.

(Delhi) 185

Divorce by mutual consent - Cooling period of 6 months is not mandatory,
thus waived. (Rajasthan) 141

Divorce decree - Expunging of remarks - Remarks casting aspersion and
stigma on personal character of wife - Remarks expunged from judgment.

(Patna) 423
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Divorce - A single act of physical violence or leveling of false accusation by
itself at times can be said to be of unpardonable nature so as to satisfy test of
cruelty. (P&H) 274

Divorce - Occasional outburst by a spouse or use of offensive language
once in a while cannot be termed as cruelty. (P&H) 201

Divorce - Cruelty - Levelling false allegations by wife and subjecting husband
to a long drawn legal battle and its turmoil amounts to mental cruelty to husband.

(Delhi) 395

Divorce - Divorce sought on ground of desertion only - Court cannot grant
divorce on the ground of cruelty. (Allahabad) 405

Divorce - Omission to make any effort for re-conciliation process - Impugned
judgment is illegal on account of non observance of mandatory procedure.

(Allahabad) 405

Divorce - To prove cruelty, in matrimonial cases, contemporaneous nature
of evidence is important. (Delhi) 285

DNA test - To determine paternity of child should not be directed as a
matter of course - Court has to consider various diverse aspects.(Allahabad) 546

Domestic relationship - Complainant and cousin brother of husband residing
in the same building but on different floors - By no stretch of imagination it can be
said that they lived together in a shared household - Complaint quashed.

(Bombay) 826

Domestic violence - Before issuing notice, Court has to be prima facie
satisfied that there are instances of domestic violence. (S.C.) 755

Domestic violence - Relatives of husband - No specific allegations - Criminal
case of domestic violence against them quashed. (S.C.) 755

Domestic Violence - Transfer of proceedings to Family Court where divorce
proceedings are pending - Transfer petition allowed. (Bombay) 198

Electronic record - Computer generated document is inadmissible in evidence
in absence of certificate u/s 65-B of Evidence Act. (Delhi) 081

Ex parte decree - Appeal against an ex-parte decree dismissed - Remedy of
an application U.O.9.R.13 CPC is thus, clearly barred by O.9.R.13 Proviso CPC.

(Allahabad) 758

Ex parte decree - Appeal against - Defendant cannot be deprived of the
statutory remedy of appeal merely on the ground that application to set aside ex
parte decree was earlier dismissed. (S.C.) 540

Execution - Injunction decree - Construction raised after passing of decree
- Executing Court has right to pass order for removal of obstruction.

(Madras) 549

Execution - Sale not to be confirmed pending disposal of application to set
aside ex parte decree. (P&H) 683

Execution - Setting aside ex parte order passed in execution petition -
Application has to be filed within 30 days from the date of order and not from the
date of knowledge. (Madras) 599

Execution - Third party objections - Petitioners remained unsuccessful in
an application U.O.1.R.10 CPC - Once order rejecting application U.O.1.R.10 CPC
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is accepted by petitioners they cannot resist execution in question in any manner.
(P&H) 426

Fraud and misrepresentation - Even in civil cases, are to be proved like a
criminal charge. (P&H) 102

Gift deed in favour of deity - Does not require registration. (Orissa) 478

Gift deed - Registration of gift deed after death of donor by his LR has
same effect as its registration by donor himself during his lifetime.(Calcutta) 739

Injunction suit based on easementary right - Suit for mere injunction
without seeking relief of declaration is not maintainable. (H.P.) 366

Injunction - Order of status quo not be passed without clarifying which
party is in possession of the property. (Telangana) 021

Insurance claim - Fire - Three surveyors - No valid reasons not to accept
report of first surveyor - No proof that such report is arbitrary and excessive - No
cogent reasons to appoint surveyors time and again till such time one surveyor
gives a report which could satisfy the interest of Insurance Company - Report of
first surveyor accepted. (S.C.) 220

Interim injunction - Injunction cannot be declined on the premise that
Court has no jurisdiction. (P&H) 256

Jurisdiction - Parties by agreement can confer jurisdiction upon a Court
otherwise having jurisdiction, by ousting jurisdiction of other Courts.

(Tripura) 310

Legal representatives - Substitution of L.R's without proposed legal
representative being properly served and without affording them an opportunity of
being heard - Impugned order set aside. (H.P.) 379

Legitimacy of children of void and voidable marriages - Civil Court can
go into question of nullity or voidability of marriage even in absence of a decree of
nullity of marriage or void marriage, when question of legitimacy and benefit
conferred u/s 16 of the Act come up for consideration. (Kerala) 147

Limitation - Exclusion of time spent in obtaining certified copy - Court to
compute limitation on the basis of endorsement as contained in the certified copy
- Suspicion of unfair and/or improper practice - Remedy lies in initiating a domestic
inquiry. (S.C.) 260

Local inspection - It is discretion of Court to appoint commission for local
inspection and such power is not dependent upon application of any of parties.

(Rajasthan) 800

Maintenance pendente lite - Factum of wife deserting husband - Not a
ground to deny maintenance pendente lite. (Rajasthan) 733

Maintenance pendente lite - To be awarded from date of filing application.
(Rajasthan) 775

Maintenance pendente lite - Grant of maintenance either under Hindu
Marriage Act or Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act or Criminal Procedure Code
or Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act - An order passed in either of
the proceedings does not debar re-adjudication of the issue of maintenance in any
other Court. (Delhi) 124

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Compensation awarded to husband on
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account of disability suffered in a motor accident - Obligation is not cast on husband
to pay maintenance out of such compensation. (Karnataka) 661

Mandatory injunction - Two elements required are : (i) necessity to prevent
breach of an obligation (ii) such acts should be capable of enforcement by court -
Another crucial ingredient is that it should be `amenable for exercise of judicial
discretion'. (Kerala) 003

Marriage - Second marriage during subsistence of first marriage - Even
consent of first wife does not give right to husband to solemnize second marriage
during life time of first wife. (Patna) 172

Matrimonial litigation - Furnishing of affidavit of assets, income and
expenditure - Family Courts directed to insist upon parties to furnish affidavit of
assets, income and expenditure in prescribed format in matrimonial cases.

(P&H) 556

Mediation - Order in terms of settlement agreement - Order is executable
irrespective of fact whether Settlement Agreement is with respect to the properties
which was/were not the subject matter of the proceedings before the Court.

(S.C.) 447

Mediation - Parties to explore amicable settlement including disputes which
are not subject matter of proceedings before Court. (S.C.) 447

Notice to quit must be construed not with the idea of finding fault with
it - Same should not be read in a hyper technical manner, but it should be read as
to what the same would have meant to the recipient/tenant in question.

(Madras) 859

Permanent injunction - A co-sharer in exclusive possession of part of
joint land is entitled to protect his possession by filing suit for injunction against
other co-sharer. (P&H) 414

Permanent injunction - Public property - Plaintiff cannot seek injunction
against public land. (P&H) 838

Pleading and proof - Evidence beyond pleadings - Not to be taken on
record and if it is taken then it is to be ignored. (Bombay) 134

Power of attorney holder - Examined as a witness - Right of principal to
enter witness box is not lost as power of attorney holder cannot be permitted to
depose on behalf of the principal for the acts done by the principal. (M.P.) 434

Recall of plaintiff for further cross examination - Process of Court in
terms of O.18.R.17 CPC cannot be invoked by private party, as provision is meant
only for convenience of Court. (P&H) 700

Record of rights - Unauthorized occupants have no right to seek an entry
in Record of Rights and any entry which is unlawfully made is liable to be deleted.

(S.C.) 012

Rejection of plaint - When a right accrues in favour of plaintiff it becomes
a cause of action for the purpose of O.7.R.11 CPC. (H.P.) 417

Rejection of plaint - Application for rejection of plaint can be filed at any
stage of the proceedings. (Allahabad) 129

Rejection of plaint - Barred by res judicata and O.2.R.2 CPC - Facts as
well as questions in issue in second suit as also first suit are identical - Plaint
rejected. (Delhi) 096
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Rejection of plaint - Court decided to consider injunction application first
in view of emergent nature of case - Order upheld - However, trial Court to decide
application for rejection of plaint immediately after taking decision on injunction
application. (P&H) 863

Rejection of plaint - Court to decide such application before proceeding
with the trial. (Allahabad) 129

Rejection of plaint - Deemed to be a decree - But it remains inexecutable.
(Kerala) 832

Rent & Eviction - When eviction is sought on ground of sub letting, onus
to prove sub letting is on landlord. (S.C.) 794

Res judicata - Principles of res judicata do not apply to a consent decree.
(Allahabad) 203

Return of plaint - If Court comes to conclusion that it has no territorial
jurisdiction then Court not to decide other issues. (Delhi) 820

Sale deed - Presence of purchaser at the time of registration of sale deed -
There is no necessity of presence of purchaser at the Registration Office during
registration of sale deed. (S.C.) 789

Second appeal - Discussion or consideration of evidence on record to decide
question of law - Cannot be said that it is a reappreciation of entire evidence on
record. (S.C.) 107

Senior citizen - Transferred - Includes every mode of transfer including
transfer of possession. (Rajasthan) 630

Senior citizen - Appeal at the instance of wife of senior citizen who too is
senior citizen is maintainable. (Rajasthan) 591

Senior citizens - Cancellation of transfer deed - There should be breach on
the part of transferee in providing amenities - No requirement that providing
maintenance should be part of such transfer. (Kerala) 116

Single application seeking two reliefs - Later consequent to the former -
It is just and proper to consider the first one and reject the other. (Kerala) 282

Specific performance - Suit filed after 2-1/2 years from the target date -
Not a ground to deny specific performance merely on this ground, in the absence
of evidence that plaintiff was unwilling to seek specific performance for such a
period of 2-1/2 years. (P&H) 170

Suit for declaration - Title acquired by virtue of a registered document
cannot be unsettled by a mere declaration. (Calcutta) 381

Summary suit - Reply to application filed instead of filing application of
"leave to defend" clearly setting out grounds of defence - Discrepancy ignored.

(Delhi) 245

S.92 CPC applies when a suit is filed against a Trust and not when suit is
filed by a Trust. (S.C.) 776

Temporary injunction - Any co-sharer/co-owner who is out of possession
can very well seek an injunction against other co-owner in possession of property,
if acts of co-owner are detrimental to interest of co-owner not in possession.

(Rajasthan) 388
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Temporary injunction - Conduct of party seeking equitable relief of
injunction is also very essential to be considered. (S.C.) 468

Temporary injunction - Restraint order cannot be passed against a person
who is not party to the litigation. (Rajasthan) 722

Temporary injunction - Revision under Art.227 Constitution of India
thereagainst not available when remedy of appeal is provided under CPC.

(S.C.) 060

Temporary injunction - Right claimed as co-sharer - Right as co-sharer
still to be decided - No prima facie case - Temporary injunction rightly vacated.

(Allahabad) 145

Temporary injunction - Suit for specific performance - Irreparable harm -
Question of irreparable harm does not arise if other remedies are available to the
party complaining of the breach. (S.C.) 468

Thirty years old document - Presumption u/s 90 of the Act, is not applicable
to registered Will. (P&H) 513

Transfer of matrimonial suit - Inconvenience of wife should be treated
as prime consideration. (Calcutta) 849

Transposition of defendant as plaintiff - Not permissible when suit has
abated. (Orissa) 504

Two sale deeds by vendor of the same property - Since property was
already purchased by plaintiff as such further alienation of suit land will not confer
any right, title or interest upon the defendants. (Chhattisgarh) 802

Unauthorised occupant - Once Court find an occupant a trespasser, he
has to vacate the premises voluntarily, after adjudication is entered by court - Upon
failure to do so, said person is liable to be evicted by execution of the judgment and
decree - No fresh suit for any further adjudication is necessary. (Allahabad) 679

Unjust enrichment - Occurs when a person retains money or benefits
which in justice, equity and good conscience belong to someone else. (H.P.) 143

Will - Merely because testator executed Will in favour of neighbour,
genuineness of Will cannot be doubted. (S.C.) 199

Will - No law to prevent executing Will of ancestral property. (H.P.) 315

Written statement - Non commercial disputes fall within ambit of
unamended (or original) provisions of CPC. (S.C.) 626

Written statement - Specific pleading - When not specifically denied by
defendant, it is deemed to have been admitted. (Madras) 517
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